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ABSTRACT
Social image retrieval has become an emerging research chal-
lenge in web rich media search. In this paper, we address the
research problem of text-based social image retrieval, which
aims to identify and return a set of relevant social images
that are related to a text-based query from a corpus of social
images. Regular approaches for social image retrieval simply
adopt typical text-based image retrieval techniques to search
for the relevant social images based on the associated tags,
which may suffer from noisy tags. In this paper, we present a
novel framework for social image re-ranking based on a non-
parametric kernel learning technique, which explores both
textual and visual contents of social images for improving
the ranking performance in social image retrieval tasks. Un-
like existing methods that often adopt some fixed parametric
kernel function, our framework learns a non-parametric ker-
nel matrix that can effectively encode the information from
both visual and textual domains. Although the proposed
learning scheme is transductive, we suggest some solution
to handle unseen data by warping the non-parametric ker-
nel space to some input kernel function. Encouraging exper-
imental results on a real-world social image testbed exhibit
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval; I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies]:
Artificial Intelligence
General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation
Keywords
Social Image Retrieval, Non-parametric Kernel Learning,
Visual Ranking, Semidefinite Programming, Convex Opti-
mization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Along with the popularity of digital imaging devices and
the advances of Internet technologies, more and more dig-
ital images and photos have been uploaded, shared, and
distributed on the World Wide Web (WWW). Today, the
volume of multimedia data has accounted for a significant
portion of the entire WWW data. Web image search thus
has become an active yet very challenging research prob-
lem [6, 15, 22].
One major difficulty for web image search is that most im-
ages are usually not annotated with proper tags, and many
of them are even completely unlabeled. In addition, even for
those annotated images, many of the associated tags are usu-
ally noisy, irrelevant, and typically incomplete for describing
the semantic contents of the images. This poses a challenge
for typical text-based web image search approaches used by
most existing web search engines, which simply apply the
regular text-based indexing and retrieval techniques to the
web image search task.
One possible way to improve existing text-based web im-
age search solutions is to explore the content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) techniques [21, 28], which have been ex-
tensively studied in multimedia communities over the past
decade. While CBIR techniques are able to retrieve images
based on low-level visual contents, a critical drawback of
CBIR lies in the difficulty of providing/identifying an appro-
priate query example to describe the user’s search intention.
This is probably why text-based image query paradigm re-
mains the most popular approach even though their result-
ing performance is often far from perfect.
Instead of directly applying CBIR techniques, another ap-
proach to improving the text-based image retrieval is to in-
vestigate automatic image annotation techniques [9, 23, 30,
32], which aims at automatically annotating a web image
with a set of relevant tags. While automatic image anno-
tation has been actively studied and often demonstrated to
improve the performance of text-based image retrieval in
small-scaled datasets, it remains unclear if these techniques
are able to scale effectively for real large-scale applications,
especially for WWW images.
Recently, there is some emerging study for improving a
text-based web image retrieval task by implicitly exploring
the visual content without using query image examples [16].
They proposed a visual re-ranking method, termed “Visual-
Rank”, which is an extension of PageRank [3] by exploiting
the visual information in the web image ranking task. Al-
though encouraging results had been shown for improving
regular text-based web image search, the VisualRank ap-
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proach adopts a rigid visual similarity measure approach,
which may suffer from the well-known challenge of semantic
gap between low-level visual features and high-level semantic
concepts [21]. This motivates our study in this paper, which
aims to improve VisualRank by a novel non-parametric ker-
nel ranking scheme.
Besides, unlike previous studies on web image retrieval,
our study considers social images, which are uploaded and
shared by web users in social web sites. In contrast to generic
web images, social images have rich user-generated contents,
including tags provided by web users. Despite the good
quality tags, noise remains an unavoidable issue for social
image retrieval. In this paper, our goal is to improve the
performance of text-based social image retrieval by mining
rich tag and visual contents through a novel non-parametric
kernel based ranking approach.
In particular, our framework differs from the previous ap-
proaches that often assume some fixed kernel function for
similarity measure. We propose to learn an optimized ker-
nel from the rich annotated social images, aiming to bridge
the semantic gap towards effective image similarity measure.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first kernel learning
approach that learns to optimize a kernel for a web image
ranking task.
As a summary, the key contributions of this paper include:
• We propose a novel kernel based ranking approach
for social image ranking using the state-the-of-the-art
non-parametric kernel learning, which aims to learn
an optimized kernel from both textual tags and visual
contents of social images;
• We present a fast algorithm for non-parametric ker-
nel ranking, which can efficiently learn non-parametric
kernels for improving the“VisualRank”performance in
a text-based social image retrieval task;
• We conduct an empirical study on a large-scale social
image testbed for evaluating the performance of the
proposed non-parametric ranking algorithm on real so-
cial image retrieval tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
views some preliminaries of the VisualRank [16] framework,
in which a similarity matrix plays a central role. Section 3
presents the proposed non-parametric kernel learning tech-
nique for learning kernels from social images, and studies its
application for improving text-based social image retrieval
tasks. Section 4 discusses our empirical study, Section 5 re-
views related work, and Section 6 sets out our conclusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Problem Setting
A social image often contains rich contents, including user-
generated tags, visual content, rating, etc. In our approach,
we simplify the social image representation by considering
only visual content and user-generated tags. Specifically, a
social image is represented as zi = (xi, ti), where xi ∈ X
denotes the vector of its visual content, and ti ∈ T denotes
the vector of its associated tags. We further assume that
the query space Q shares the same vocabulary space with
the tag space T , i.e., T := Q.
Consider a social image retrieval task, given some text-
based query q ∈ Q, our goal is to retrieve and rank the
relevant social images from a social image repository D =
{zi = (xi, ti), i = 1, . . . , n}. Specifically, let us denote by
R(q) and R(q) the set of relevant and irrelevant social im-
ages related to query q respectively, the goal of the social
image retrieval task is to find some ranking function
f : X × T → R
such that f(zi) > f(zj) for any two images zi ∈ R(q) and
zj ∈ R(q).
Most of the existing approaches for web image retrieval by
current web search engines often formulate the ranking func-
tion f by adopting some text-based retrieval models to rank
the web images according to their associated tags. While
these approaches are efficient by taking advantage of effec-
tive text indexing and search techniques, their ranking per-
formance is not always satisfied due to the noisy textual
content that is common for WWW images. To address this
challenge, the recent study in [16] has proposed a“Visual Re-
ranking” method for improving the web image search per-
formance, which motivates our study in this paper. Next we
briefly review the Visual Ranking method.
2.2 VisualRank for Web Image Search
The key idea of VisualRank [16] was adapted from the
intuition of PageRank [3], i.e., images similar to a relevant
image are also relevant. Specifically, suppose we have a sim-
ilarity matrix K, where Kij is the visual similarity between
image xi and xj . If the entry Kij has a large value, we
deem that xi supports the importance of xj to a large ex-
tent. Therefore, by exploiting the visual information be-
tween pairs of images, we re-rank the images and hopefully
improve the accuracy of retrieval results of text-based meth-
ods.
Let V R ∈ Rn be the ordering score of n social images. A
larger score indicates the image is more relevant, thus result-
ing a higher position in the ranking result. The VisualRank
(VR) is iteratively defined as:
V R = K × V R,
where K is a normalized matrix such that 0 ≤ Kij ≤ 1
and each column sums to 1. When K is symmetric, it be-
comes a doubly stochastic matrix [25]. From a random walk
perspective, Kij measures the probability of zi randomly
travels to zj . Typically, a damping factor λd is introduced
to incorporate some prior ranking score P :
V R = λdK × V R + (1− λd)P, where P =
[
1
n
]
n×1
The success of VisualRank highly relies on a good similar-
ity matrix K. The regular approach [16] is to simply mea-
sure the similarity/distance matrix based on visual contents
X (either local or global visual features) extracted from the
images. Such an approach falls short when the visual simi-
larity is not very effective, which is primarily due to the well-
known semantic gap between low-level visual features and
high-level semantic concepts. To address the limitation of
the regular VisualRank approach, in this paper, we present
a novel non-parametric kernel ranking approach, which aims
to learn an effective visual kernel K that best preserves the
semantics by exploiting both visual and textual contents of
social images.
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3. NON-PARAMETRIC KERNEL RANKING
FOR SOCIAL IMAGE RETRIEVAL
In this section, we present a novel non-parametric kernel
ranking method for social image retrieval. The basic idea is
to improve VisualRank by learning an optimized kernel that
encodes both visual and tag information.
3.1 Learning Semantics-Preserving Kernels
The goal of our task is to learn a kernel K ∈ Sn×n+ for
measuring similarity k(zi, zj) between any two social images
zi and zj , which best preserves the semantics by exploring
both textual and visual contents.
The first concern of our kernel learning task is how to ef-
fectively explore the textual contents of social images. One
approach to this challenge is to optimize K by maximiz-
ing the dependance between the two domains X and T . To
this end, we suggest to employ the Hilbert-Schmidt Inde-
pendence Criterion (HSIC) [11] for the dependence measure
between X and T , which is defined below:
Definition 1 (Empirical HSIC[11]). Let us denote by
Z = {(x1, t1), . . . , (xn, tn)} a collection of n independent ob-
servations drawn from the joint distribution X and T , an
estimator of HSIC is given by
HSIC(Z,X ,T ) =
1
(n− 1)2
tr KHKtH,
where K and Kt refers to the kernel matrices in visual space
and textual space respectively, and H = I − 1
n
1n1
⊤
n .
The HSIC measures the dependence between two random
variables x ∈ X and t ∈ T by computing the square of
the norm of the cross-covariance operator over the domain
X ×T in Hilbert space. One can show the norm vanishes on
the condition that x and t are independent. A large value
of HSIC indicates a strong dependence with respect to the
choice of the kernels. If we ignore the centering matrix H ,
it coincides with the concept of kernel target alignment [8],
which has been successfully applied in many recent machine
learning studies [29].
In addition to the tag information, we expect the kernelK
should also encode the information of visual features. Com-
bining the empirical HSIC and the visual feature concern, we
formulate the semantics-preserving kernel learning problem
as a non-parametric kernel learning task:
maxK tr KHKtH (1)
s.t. Kii +Kjj − 2Kij ≤ d
2
ij ∀(i, j) ∈ N ,
K ⊂ Sn×n+ ,
where Sn×n+ denotes the space of positive semi-definite cones,
and N is a set of all pairs (i, j) where xi and xj are close
to each other according to their visual distance, which is
empirically obtained by checking if they are among each
other’s k nearest neighbors based on some distance metric
defined on the visual space X .
Remark. Unlike a regular fixed kernel (e.g. an RBF
kernel) defined on visual space X, the above formulation
optimizes the kernel K by considering two factors: (1) ex-
ploring the textual contents through Kt and (2) encoding
the visual information by enforcing the constraints accord-
ing to visual distances dij , in a unified learning framework
to effectively overcome the semantic gap challenge.
3.2 Efficient Kernel Learning Algorithm
The optimization task of (1) is a Semi-definite Program-
ming (SDP) problem [1], which in general can be solved by
existing SDP solvers. However, the time complexity of solv-
ing an SDP problem by a standard SDP problem is often as
high as O(n6). Such intensive computation cost prohibits
its application to large-scale real applications. To address
this challenge, we propose an efficient algorithm that adopts
a special SDP solver to explore the problem structures.
First of all, we notice that it may be too strong to enforce
all distance constraints satisfied in the optimization problem
(1). We reformulate the optimization by introducing slack
variables ξ (which is somewhat similar to the soft margin
SVM approach) as follows:
minK,ξ −tr HKHKt +
C
2
∑
ξ2ij (2)
s.t. K ∈ Sn×n+ , tr KK ≤ B,
tr KAij ≤ d2ij + ξij , ∀(i, j) ∈ N
where ξ penalizes the violation of the distance constraints,
and Aij is a matrix of size n × n with only four nonzero
elements, i.e., Aijii = A
ij
jj = 1 and A
ij
ij = A
ij
ji = −1. In the
above, we also introduce a normalization constraint trKK ≤
B to avoidK being too large, where B is a positive constant.
To solve the optimization, we introduce dual variables α
for the slack variables ξ and arrive at the partial Lagrangian
(refer to [1] for standard techniques):
L(K;α) = −tr KHKtH +
C
2
∑
ξ2ij
+
∑
αij(tr KE
ij − d2ij − ξij) (3)
Taking derivatives of L(K;α) with respect to ξij ’s and set
them to zero, we can rewrite the optimization in an equiva-
lent form:
maxαminK J(K,α) (4)
s.t. K ∈ Sn×n+ , tr KK ≤ B
where the objective function J(K,α) is formulated as:
J(K,α) = tr ((
∑
ij
αijA
ij −HKtH)K)
−
∑
ij
αijd
2
ij −
1
2C
∑
ij
α2ij (5)
Next we solve the above optimization using an iterative
gradient projection approach, i.e.,(1) fixing α to update K,
and then (2) fixing K to update α.
First of all, by fixing α, we can find K by reducing the
optimization to the following
max
K
tr AK s.t. K 0, tr KK ≤ B, (6)
where A =
∑
ij
αijA
ij −HKtH . This optimization can be
resolved by making use of the following theorem [34]:
Theorem 1. Consider the following optimization with a
symmetric matrix A and a positive constant B
max
K
tr AK s.t. K 0, tr KK ≤ B, (7)
the optimal solution K∗ can be expressed as the following
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closed-form solution:
K∗ = A+
√
B
tr (A+A+)
(8)
where A+ = pi+(A) that projects A onto the positive semi-
definite space, i.e., pi+(A) = VΣ
+V ⊤, where Σ+ = max(Σ, 0),
V is the matrix of A’s eigenvectors and Σ is a diagonal ma-
trix containing A’s eigenvalues.
Second, when K is fixed, we can update α by computing
the gradient:
αt+1 = αt + η(tr KAij −
1
C
αtij − d
2
ij)
where η is a learning rate that can be either a constant or
may be changed at each step. Finally, we summarize the
key steps of the proposed efficient algorithm in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Iterative Algorithm for Fast Kernel Learning.
Input: Training data set Z, kernel function kt on T × T ,
pairwise constraint matrix A, parameters C and B;
Output: K∗ and α.
1: Construct the matrix HKtH by kernel kt;
2: Initialize α;
3: Set A = HKtH −
∑
ij
αtijA
ij ;
4: Compute the closed-form solution of K∗ using (8);
5: Determine a learning rate η;
6: Update αt+1 ← αt + η(tr K∗Aij − 1
C
αtij − d
2
ij);
7: Repeat steps 3-6 until convergence.
Since the problem is convex, it can be shown that such an
iterative gradient projection converges to the correct solu-
tion according to convex optimization theory [2].
3.3 Extension of Handling Unseen Data
The kernel learned above is purely non-parametric, which
in general cannot handle unseen data directly. To address
this limitation, we can extend the kernel K̂ to handle unseen
data by some modification. Specially, we can adopt some
kernel warping approach by warping the norm in Hilbert
space using a regularizer depending on training data (both
labeled and unlabeled) [27].
Let H denote the original Hilbert space reproduced by
kernel function k(·, ·), and H˜ denote the deformed Hilbert
space. In [27], the authors assume the following relationship
between the two Hilbert spaces:
〈f, g〉
H˜
= 〈f, g〉H + f
⊤Gg
where f(·) and g(·) are two functions, f = (f(x1), ..., f(xN))
evaluates the function f(·) for both labeled and unlabeled
data, and G is the distance metric that captures the geo-
metric relationship among all the data points. The defor-
mation term f⊤Gg is introduced to assess the relationship
between the functions f(·) and g(·) based on the observed
data. Given an input kernel kx, the explicit form of the new
kernel function k˜ can be derived as below:
k˜(x, y) = kx(x, y)− κ
⊤
y (I + L̂Kx)
−1L̂κx, (9)
where Kx is the kernel matrix evaluated by the input kernel
kx, L is chosen to be the graph Laplacian L̂ = diag{K̂ ·1}−K̂
with respect to the learned transductive kernel K̂.
3.4 Implementation Issues: Further Speedup
Algorithm 1 makes the non-parametric kernel ranking method
feasible for medium-scale data sets. However, in a real web-
scale application, the size of training data n can be very
large, typically in millions or billions scale. To make our
ranking scheme practical to real applications, we further
speed up our solution by the following strategies.
First, we notice that the main computation of the algo-
rithm is the projection step by computing eigen-decomposition.
Since the target kernel K is often not full rank [34], it is
possible to adopt some low rank matrix to approximate
K̂ = V PV ⊤, where V is of size n×m, m≪ n. Specifically,
let L be the graph Laplacian of X using n nearest neighbors,
we choose V to be them eigenvectors corresponding to them
smallest eigenvalues of L. Using the low-rank representation
of K, the main computation, i.e., the eigen-decomposition
can be reduced from O(n3) to O(m3).
Second, the above kernel learning scheme in general learns
a kernel matrix for all the social images from the database.
In practice, we can speed up the solution by considering a
query-dependent re-ranking approach, which is commonly
adopted in web image retrieval, such as VisualRank [16],
by considering that precision is often a more concern than
recall in a web image retrieval task. Specifically, we employ a
two-level social image retrieval scheme by first retrieving the
relevant images using tag based ranking, and then applying
the proposed non-parametric kernel ranking technique for
re-ranking the subset of the social images.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of
our non-parametric kernel ranking method for social image
retrieval tasks.
4.1 Experimental Testbed
We create a large-scale social image data set with about
1,000,000 social images crawled from Flickr 1. These social
images contain rich information, including user-generated
tags. In our text-based retrieval baseline, only associated
tags are engaged for a social image retrieval task.
To form a benchmark testbed for performance evaluation,
we pick a set of text based queries that covers a large range
of generic WWW image search, including animals, plants,
humans, landmarks, natural sceneries, and human-made ob-
jects. Figure 1 shows a list of sample images, and Table 1
summarizes the statistics of the related social images in the
evaluation set. For the set of queries, we invited 10 staff
to manually label the relevance of the top retrieved social
images for each query to indicate if the retrieved image is
relevant to the query.
Table 1: The statistics of images in our evaluation.
#Images #Tags #Tags/#Image
training 25,819 557,160 21.58
Table 2 shows the statistics of the list of queries with
their top retrieved and labeled images. We evaluate the
1http://www.flickr.com/
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Figure 1: List of sample images related to the
queries used in our experimental testbed.
performance of the ranking methods by examining if the re-
ranking results are improved according to the ground truth.
4.2 Compared Methods and Experimental Setup
We adopt the VisualRank framework for social image re-
trieval and compare the following kernels:
• Text: the original text-based retrieval baseline method.
We simply compute the similarity between a text-based
query and the tags of some image. No re-ranking al-
gorithm is performed for this baseline;
• K-tag: The kernel k(xi, xj) is computed by a linear
kernel among the tags with TF-IDF weighting;
• Linear: a linear kernel on visual features, k(xi, xj) =
x⊤i xj ;
• Poly: a polynomial kernel on visual features k(xi, xj) =
(1 + x⊤i xj)
d;
• RBF: an RBF kernel on visual features, k(xi, xj) =
exp(−‖xi − xj‖
2/σ);
• NPK: the proposed non-parametric kernel on visual
features.
The hyper-parameters of the above kernels are tuned by a
set of validation queries. All experiments were conducted
on a Windows PC with 3.4GHz 32bit CPU and 3GB RAM.
Table 2: The statistics of the queries in the data set.
TestQuery #RelDoc TestQuery #RelDoc
eiffel tower 919 Barack Obama 88
great wall 57 Big Ben 200
red car 477 pyramid 229
airplane 771 Ferrari 401
lily 452 bicycle 1475
banana 124 sunflower 798
fruit orange 266 strawberry 715
singing 945 panda 1512
lion 1308 sheep 487
elephant 739 eagle 664
4.3 Feature Representation and Performance
Evaluation Metric
For each social image in our data set, we must extract
features from the tag and image domains.
For textual features, we use normalized tf-idf feature for
each tag in the vocabulary. Assume each tag occurs at most
one time for each image, the j-th dimension for ti is simpli-
fied:
tij =
δijidfj√∑d1
j=1
(δijidfj)2
,
here δij indicates whether the tag tij appears in the tag ti
of image xi, d1 = |T | is the vocabulary size. We filtered out
non-English and extremely low frequent ones. The inverse
document frequency is idfj = log(rj), where rj is the number
of images tagged by tj .
For visual features, we extract four kinds of effective global
features that have been used in previous CBIR studies [33].
• Grid Color Moment: An image is partitioned into
3 × 3 grids. For each grid, we extract three kinds of
color moments: mean, variance and skewness in each
color channel (R, G, and B), respectively. Thus, an
81-dimensional grid color moment vector is used;
• Local Binary Pattern: The local binary pattern [24]
is defined as a gray-scale invariant texture measure, de-
rived from texture in a local neighborhood. We adopt
a 59-dimensional LBP histogram vector;
• Gabor Wavelet Texture: Each image is first scaled
to 64×64 pixels, and the Gabor wavelet transform [19]
is applied on the image with 5 levels and 8 orientations,
resulting in 40 subimages. For each subimage, 3 mo-
ments are calculated: mean, variance and skewness.
Thus, a 120-dimensional Gabor feature vector is used;
• Edge: The edge orientation histogram is extracted
from an image. We first convert the image to a gray
image and then employ a Canny edge detector to ob-
tain the edge map, which is then quantized into 36 bins
of 10 degrees each. Besides, an additional bin is used
to count the number of pixels without edge. Hence, a
37-dimensional vector is used for shape features.
In total, a 297-dimensional vector is used to represent the
visual features for each image in the data sets.
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Table 3: The top-k re-ranking accuracy (%) of dif-
ferent kernels used in the VisualRank framework.
Text K-tag Linear Poly RBF NPK
Top3 51.7 61.7 50.0 50.0 65.0 70.0
Top5 51.0 58.0 46.0 52.0 60.0 66.0
Top10 46.0 59.0 47.0 52.0 58.5 63.0
Top20 45.3 59.0 49.8 50.8 60.8 68.3
Top50 48.4 55.8 48.8 50.6 59.0 65.0
Top100 50.4 51.7 48.0 50.1 56.5 62.9
Finally, for performance evaluation metric, we follow the
study of VisualRank[16] and employ the Top(k) accuracy,
which is the percentage Pr(k) of relevant images ranked
within the top k returned images by the retrieval model.
Therefore, Top(k) accuracy evaluates the possibility that a
user would locate the relevant images on the first k returned
images by an image search engine.
4.4 Experiment I: Retrieval Accuracy
The experimental results of average top-k retrieval accu-
racy are summarized in Table 3. From the results, we can
draw several observations.
First of all, among all compared re-ranking methods, we
found that not every approach can always achieve the im-
provements over the text-based retrieval baseline. In par-
ticular, only K-tag, RBF, and NPK achieved significant im-
provements over the baseline, while the “Linear” and “Poly”
approaches only achieved slight improvement or even de-
grade the performance in some cases. These results again
validate that it is very important to choose an appropriate
kernel for the VisualRank framework in the re-ranking task.
Second, comparing with two parametric kernels, i.e., a
tag based “K-tag” kernel and a visual based “RBF” kernel,
we found that both of them can improve over the baseline
approach considerably, in which the visual based“RBF”per-
formed slightly better. These results show that it is effective
by applying the VisualRank framework to resolve the social
image retrieval problem if the kernel is chosen appropriately.
Third, among all approaches, it is clear to see that the pro-
posed NPK approach achieved the best performance in all
cases. Specifically, for top 3 retrieved results, the accuracy
of the original text based retrieval baseline is about 51.7%,
however, the proposed NPK approach is able to boost the
retrieval accuracy to 70%, which is considerably better than
other parametric kernels, e.g. K-tag of 61.7% and RBF of
65%. These results again validate the proposed NPK tech-
nique is effective and significant for improving the re-ranking
performance when applying the VisualRanking framework
for the social image retrieval tasks.
To better understand the above encouraging empirical re-
sults, we here discuss several reasons. First of all, we note
that the reason that the original text-based retrieval base-
line does not always achieve perfect results is primarily due
to the noisy or incomplete annotated tags with the social
images. Hence, by applying the VisualRank approach, we
are able to improve the search results by re-ranking the top
retrieved results based on mining their pairwise similarity
relationship. Further, similar to conventional CBIR meth-
ods, the semantic gap issue is a common challenge for visual
similarity measure. This challenge may hinder the success of
Figure 2: Qualitative re-ranking performance by the
proposed NPK learning method.
the VisualRank framework if it adopts a regular parametric
kernel (e.g. polynomial or RBF). However, by applying the
proposed NPK learning technique, we are able to narrow
down the semantic gap, and thus could significantly boost
the re-ranking performance.
Finally, we also show some examples of qualitative ranking
results in Figure 2. Comparing with the text-based baseline
approach, the proposed NPK approach mostly can return
more relevant images in the top retrieved examples. These
results again validate the proposed NPK ranking approach
is able to improve over the baseline.
4.5 Experiment II: Computation Cost
The retrieval time is crucial for IR systems. In our non-
parametric learning framework, we propose a fast solution
that avoids general semi-definite programming solvers. In
this section, we evaluate the time cost of the following solvers:
• SDP: We solve (5) using general SDP solvers. How-
ever, the time complexity of such an SDP solver is of-
ten O(n6), which prohibits the learning task scalable
to real applications. Here we adopt the approximation
method in Section 3.4 (see also [29]).
• NPK: The proposed method described in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3: Log-scaled computation time of SDP and
NPK on the query Big Ben which contains 200 im-
ages with the low-rank approximation scheme.
Figure 3 plots the time cost of these two methods by vary-
ing the rank of the resulting kernel. From the result, we have
two observations: (1) The NPK method took only about 1
second for a data set with around 200 images, which is prac-
tically efficient for an online application. (2) It is clear that
the time complexity of SDP is not efficient, which increases
exponentially and thus cannot scale to a real application.
These results again show that the proposed NPK ranking
solution is practically efficient and scalable for real social
image retrieval applications.
5. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to several research topics: content-
based annotation and retrieval, text-based social image re-
trieval, and kernel learning techniques.
Content-based methods for auto-image annotation and re-
trieval have been extensively studied in multimedia area [21,
31]. The earlier studies on CBIR have focused on investi-
gating effective low-level features for image representation.
While various features have been proposed, effective CBIR
methods remain a challenging research problem till now,
which is primarily due to the well-known semantic gap be-
tween the low-level features and high-level semantic con-
cepts. To overcome the semantic gap challenge, many re-
search efforts have been paid on improving the interactive
image retrieval performance using relevance feedback tech-
niques [26, 14]. Our work is in general related to CBIR as
we also exploit the visual contents of images, but is also
different in that we focus on improving text-based image re-
trieval performance without explicit query image example
while regular CBIR often focuses on solving example-based
image retrieval tasks without text.
In addition to CBIR, multimedia researchers have actively
explored content-based methods for auto-image annotation.
By annotating an image with some machine learning model
automatically, we are able to enable a large amount of unla-
beled images indexed and searchable by existing text based
image search engines. A variety of techniques have been
proposed for auto-image annotation in recent years [9, 30,
23, 32]. In general, auto-image annotation can be viewed as
an intermediate task for a generic web image retrieval task.
Our work is however different from the annotation-based re-
trieval approach, in that our focus is not on improving the
intermediate annotation performance, but for optimizing the
retrieval performance directly.
Text-based image retrieval aims to search for similar im-
ages relevant to a text-based query, in which each image
is represented by a set of tags/keywords similar to a docu-
ment. Thus text-based image retrieval often closely relates
to document information retrieval, e.g., learning to rank [17,
5, 4, 7, 10], etc. As one example of text-based web im-
age retrieval, social image retrieval [22, 6, 16, 10, 12, 9]
has been actively studied recently. The goal of social im-
age retrieval is to learn a model that outputs an order over
a set of documents. For our proposed algorithm, we try
to refine the results of some ranking model instead of the
ranking framework, though it could be plugged into some
kernel-based discriminative ranking model, like [10]. A lot
of methods have been proposed for improving regular text-
based web image retrieval performance, including re-ranking
by relevance model [22], clustering based re-ranking [6], and
the VisualRank approach by modifying PageRank [16]. Our
work is mainly motivated by the VisualRank approach for
overcoming its limitation through a kernel based learning
approach, where a similarity matrix plays a central role for
propagating the ranking scores among images.
Our algorithm also closely relates to the machine learn-
ing subject, i.e., kernel learning [20], which has been ac-
tively studied in machine learning community. Different
from traditional parametric kernel combinations [20], re-
searchers have proposed non-parametric kernel learning (NPK)
algorithms, of which the output is just the kernel matrix [18,
13, 34]. It is known that each positive semi-definite kernel
matrix K (p.s.d.) corresponds to the evaluation of some un-
derlying Mercer kernel function k : X × X → R. Therefore,
instead of using explicit kernel functions, it is more powerful
to learn a non-parametric kernel in a transductive setting,
such as the social image re-ranking task.
The key merit of NPK is that it is more powerful and flex-
ible for fitting diverse patterns in a real complicated applica-
tion. It often produces the state-of-the-art empirical results
for many applications, such as classification and clustering,
etc. To the best of our knowledge, no existing study in ma-
chine learning has addressed social image retrieval by opti-
mizing kernel in the re-ranking task. Our work focuses on
adapting the recent advances of non-parametric kernel learn-
ing techniques with applications to the social image ranking
task. However, due to the p.s.d. constraint over K, the
learning often results in a semi-definite program [1], which
has the time complexity of O(N6). Such intensive computa-
tion makes NPK prohibitive for large-scale application. Very
recently, Zhuang et. al. [34] proposed an iterative algorithm
which speeds up the kernel learning significantly. Based on
the previous work, this paper proposed a fast NPK ranking
algorithm to resolve our social image re-ranking task.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a novel non-parametric kernel rank-
ing approach for overcoming the challenge of social image
retrieval. Unlike the previous studies that may considerably
suffer from the semantic gap by some rigid visual similarity
function for web image re-ranking, our new approach aims
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to overcome the semantic gap issue by learning an effective
kernel from mining both textual tags and visual contents
in a unified learning framework. Encouraging experimental
results on a large-scale social image testbed validated the ef-
ficacy of the proposed method. Future work will investigate
more effective visual features to improve the performance
and explore other user-generated contents of social images
in the ranking task.
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